
British Cycle Quest                    2017-18

Updates and Amendments                     April, 2018 Edition

         Issued quarter yearly with an annual cumulative edition in April

It  is  a  proven fact  that  checkpoints  change:  some are  stolen,  others  are  zealously  overpainted  or  re-written
differently, whilst others deteriorate with age or by weathering.  Very occasionally there are access problems, such as when they are renovated.  Should you come across any problem, please
let us know, and if you can help in resolving it, (eg. by suggesting another question, or an alternative nearby), it would be most appreciated.  Problematic checkpoints will still count as
valid/visited as long as you let us know.  Sometimes a photograph to update our library will help enormously.  Photographs are also useful when answers are different to those we have
recorded!  (The validator has also been known to accept checkpoints not answered properly when for example ‘questers’ have been caught out in bad weather, or in a group which couldn’t
stop, or on the opposite side of a river when the tide was out!)

Answers for validation, and observations should be sent to:  B.C.Q. (Jeffrey R. Eaves), 68 Sherrard Close, Whissendine, Oakham. Rutland LE15 7HE

 ***  Entries in MAGENTA are new to this edition  ***

Please note:  A new Question Book was raised in October 2017, and again in January 2018.  The following lists changes to both BUT only changes to the January edition are highlighted in 
magenta, below.

Those using the older County Cards, or the older on-line Question Books: it might help if you compare them for the areas you are intending visiting for changes, with the new on-line edition. 
(The validator has a list of all questions and answers since the schemes began, many years ago  - such answers will remain valid towards certificates/medals)

County: Checkpoint: Change:

1  Cornwall 2 St Mawes Amend Grid Reference to read 204  847 330

3  Zennor Museum closed, but plaque still in place – please advise if any problems, new checkpoint being sought. AMEND QUESTION to read:  
There is a plaque on the wall of a private house, next door to Zennor Chapel, café and B&B. What is Frederick Christian Hart 

commemorated for?

2  Devon 1  Hartland School now closed, but question may still be answered. – please advise any problems, new checkpoint being sought.

3  Marlborough NOTE: The old sundial has weathered and is now difficult to see in strong sunlight – you might like to try a photograph/mobile phone at 
an angle to the sun’s rays if in difficulty.

 9  East Sussex 5  Beachy Head Problems locating checkpoint:  amend grid reference and question to read:

GR. 199 588 956   In the centre of the grassed area on the cliff top, is a walled seated enclosure with a plaque.  What year was signalling
 first conducted from this point?

6  Ditchling Beacon CHECK your question reads:

Just north of the car park is a Trig. point/pillar.  According to a plaque affixed to it, What does the monument form part of?

Continued overleaf



13  Berkshire 2 Hungerford Common Persistant problems locating checkpoint:  Amend question to read, There is a plaque at the eastern edge of Hungerford Common 
along the Kintbury road: How many  copper beech tress have been planted  etc.etc.

4 Walbury Hill Checkpoint reported as badly weathered and MIGHT not be readable – matter being investigated, but suggestions invited!

18  Essex 5  Thaxted Checkpoint weathered and sometimes not readable,  SUBSTITUTE, adjacent:

GR 167  610 307  17 Park Street (B1051) has a blue plaque. Who lived there between 1917 and 1925?

24  Shropshire 3 Much Wenlock NOTE: The checkpoint has been re-located to the wall of the building, just inside the gateway.

29  Nottinghamshire 2  North Leverton Checkpoint now only available, when staff in attendance. AMEND QUESTION to read: 
There is a   P.O. Letterbox in front of the mill:  who manufactured it, (see front bottom)?

39  North Yorkshire 1   Settle Checkpoint is now back in place

MAJOR CHANGES: (One checkpoint needs revision yearly and all listed here are in the same general locality and BCQ County boundaries. 

54  South Lanarkshire 4  Drumclog DELETE THIS CHECKPOINT  AND SUBSTITUTE checkpoint 2 Strathaven from county 56 Strathclyde

56  Strathclyde 2  Strathaven TRANSFER this checkpoint to 54 South Lanarkshire as checkpoint 4

2  Lochgoin Replacement Checkpoint for Strathaven, details:

GR  OS  71  528 469 South East of the B764 between Fenwick and Eaglesham, at Soame Bridge is a metaled lane to the old 
Lochgoin Settlement.  On the Monument base there, are listed several names. Who is the only person listed with both a fore and surname?

NOTE:   B.C.Q. cyclists who have already visited checkpoints in these two counties will still have them credited for certificates/medals PROVIDED they have six different checkpoints in 
EACH county, from the thirteen checkpoints (including Drumclog.   Strathhaven for this concession may be counted once  in either county).

59  Perth and Kinross 3   Dunkeld NEW Checkpoint: (same location).  In Dunkeld off Bridge Street (A822) in High Street  is a very large ornate fountain.  In whose 
memory was it erected in 1866? 

61  Angus 2  Arbroath Abbey Same Site, NEW QUESTION

There are two massive wooden doors under the deeply splayed stone archway into the Abbey.  How many horizontal ROWS of nails are  
there across them?

 61  Angus 5  Glen Prossen  The cairn at the checkpoint has been removed and replaced with a memorial sculpture.                                            
NEW QUESTION:  What is the bottom line of the inscription on the plaque? 

64  Highlands 4 Falls of Rogie The colours have been changed for colour-blind persons.  Amend Red to YELLOW.    

WEBSITE: www.cyclinguk.org/british-cycle-quest   for more information.

Commencing in September, 2017, we have introduced a quarterly Broadsheet for the Quest,  (The “Quester”),  which also lists anticipated future checkpoint changes/improvements. Copies 
will be sent back with Answer Cards when validated, but should you like to have one before then, please send a reply envelope (or available on-line) to Jeff. Eaves, address above.

http://www.cyclinguk.org/british-cycle-quest

